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A Clustering Scheme for Hierarchical Routing in Wireless NetworksSuman Banerjee Samir KhullerDepartment of Computer ScienceUniversity of Maryland at College Parkfsuman,samirg@cs.umd.eduFebruary 29, 2000AbstractIn this paper we present a clustering scheme to create hierarchies for wireless networks. A cluster is denedas a subset of vertices, whose induced graph is connected. In addition, a cluster is required to obey certainconstraints that are useful for hierarchical routing. While all these constraints cannot be met simultaneouslyfor general graphs, we show how for wireless network topologies, such a clustering can be obtained. We alsopresent simulation results from a distributed implementation of this scheme to demonstrate its convergenceand stability properties.1 IntroductionRapid advances in hardware design have greatly reduced cost, size and the power requirements of networkelements. As a consequence, it is now possible to envision networks comprising of a large number of suchsmall devices. In the Smart Dust project at UC Berkeley [Ka 99] and the Wireless Integrated Network Sensors(WINS) project at UCLA [WINS] researchers are attempting to create this technology, where a large number ofmobile devices, with wireless communication capability, can be rapidly deployed and organized into a functionalnetwork.Hierarchical structures have been used to provide scalable solutions in many large networking systems thathave been designed. For networks composed of a large number of small, possibly mobile, wireless devices, a staticmanual conguration would not be a practical solution for creating such hierarchies. In this paper, we focus onthe mechanisms required for rapid self-assembly of a potentially large number of such devices. More specically,we present the design and implementation of an algorithm that can be used to organize these wireless nodes intoclusters with a set of desirable properties.Typically, each cluster in the network, would select a \cluster-head" that is responsible for cluster management.The cluster-head responsibility may be rotated among the capable members of the cluster, for load balancing andfault tolerance.Target Environment: While our clustering scheme can be applied to many networking scenarios, our targetenvironment is primarily wireless sensor networks [Es 99], and we exploit certain properties of these networks tomake our clustering mechanism ecient in this environment. These networks comprise of a set of sensor nodesscattered arbitrarily over some region. The sensor nodes gather data from the environment and can performvarious kinds of activities depending on the applications { which include but is not limited to, collaborativeprocessing of the sensor data to produce an aggregate view of the environment, re-distributing sensor informationwithin the sensor network, or to other remote sites, and performing synchronized actions based on the sensor1

















Figure 1: An example of a three layer hierarchyOur clustering algorithm has been designed for topology aggregation in wireless sensor networks, in a mannersimilar to peer-groups in ATM PNNI specications [ATM 96]. The overall routing mechanism that we hope toachieve is illustrated in Figure 1. The network is split into a hierarchy of \layers". By using our clustering scheme,all nodes in a layer are divided into clusters. A representative from each cluster in a layer, is made part of itsimmediate higher layer in the hierarchy. A local routing protocol is run internal to each cluster, in which eachcluster member participates, and has exact topology information of the cluster. The cluster representative of thecluster, in the higher layer, only provides an abstracted view of the cluster to its peers in the higher layer. Forexample, in Figure 1, nodes D;E; F and G are part of the same cluster, and hence for the routing inside thiscluster, each node is aware of the exact internal topology. However, in layer 1, node G has two neighbors. Forthe routing protocol running in the cluster comprising of B;G and K in layer 1, G advertises a simplied viewof its cluster in layer 0 to each of its neighbors in layer 1. For example, G might represent its layer 0 cluster asa star graph, with two radial nodes E0 and F 0 (corresponding to the border nodes E and F of the cluster) withthe virtual links (E0; G) and (F 0; G) having some representative costs, that correspond to the costs of using thevirtual links. Performance studies on such topology representations have been done by Awerbuch et al [Aw 98]and Lee [Le 95]. Thus, like any hierarchical scheme, we reduce the state information that is required to be stored2













Wireless sensor networksFigure 2: The clustering-based hierarchical routing scheme would be most useful in a domain between theoperation points of Mobile-IP and at routing schemes using on-demand protocolsThe rest of the paper is structured as follows. We pose our problem in a graph theoretic framework in Section2. We discuss the clustering algorithm in Section 3. In Section 4, we demonstrate how our clustering algorithmcan be implemented in a distributed environment as the sensor network. Finally, we evaluate our clusteringscheme through simulations in Section 5. Finally, we discuss related work in Section 6 and conclude in Section 7.2 Problem StatementWe rst dene a generic network clustering problem as follows: Given an undirected connected graph G = (V;E),and a positive integer k, such that, 1  k  jV j, nd a collection of subsets, V1; : : : ; Vl of V , so that the followingconditions are met.1. [Vi = V . All vertices are part of some cluster.2. G[Vi], the subgraph of G induced by the vertices Vi is connected.3. k  jVij < 2k. This is the size bound for the clusters.4. jVi\Vjj  1. Two clusters should not have more than one vertex in common. We show, later in the section,why all clusters cannot be guaranteed to be non-overlapping and yet meet the other requirements.5. jS(v)j  O(1), where S(v) = fVijv 2 Vig, i.e.. a vertex belongs to a constant number of subsets.First, we note that there may not be a feasible solution to the above problem for any general graph. Requirement(5) would be violated in a star graph (see Figure 3). For k  2, any cluster in the graph would include the centervertex, for the cluster to be connected. Hence, for the center vertex, c, we would have jS(c)j  O(nk ), violatingrequirement (5) of the problem statement.However, the underlying graph structure for a network of wireless nodes have certain useful properties thatcan be exploited. A wireless node A, can communicate with another node B, if and only if, B lies within thetransmission radius, RA, of node A. The underlying graph, in this case, would have a directed edge A! B. Forour algorithm, we only consider bi-directional edges. So, a valid edge in the graph reects the fact that both thenodes are within each other's transmission range, i.e., d(A;B), the distance between the nodes A and B is atmost min(RA; RB), for them to have an edge in the graph. This is in conformance with the assumptions madefor most MAC protocols for wireless environments, including MACA [Ka 90], MACAW [Va 94], IEEE standard802.11 [802.11], FAMA [Fu 97] and RIMA [Ga 99].We rst consider the case when all nodes in the network have the same transmission range. In this case, theunderlying communication graph, is a Unit Disk graph { dened in [Cl 90], [Hu 98] in terms of \distance" or\proximity" models, which consist of a value d  0 and an embedding of the vertices in the plane, such that(u; v) is an edge i d(u; v)  d. For such graphs, it can be seen that if a node has many neighbors, i.e., a vertex4
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Segment L4 has 0.01n vertices
Figure 4: Violation of constant sharing betweenclusters (with size parameter k), even for diskgraphshas very high degree, then all these vertices will be within its transmission radius. These neighboring nodes willbe relatively close to each other and consequently will have edges between themselves. This would prevent thegraph from having dense \star-like" components embedded in them. This is proved rigorously in Section 3.3. Weexploit this feature to guarantee that each vertex in the graph is in at most a constant number of clusters 1. Thisis not possible in general graph topologies, as shown before.Since the transmission range depends on the power available at the node, in general, for a homogeneous setof sensor nodes, the transmission radii would be close to each other. We also consider the case where dierentnodes may have dierent transmission radii. For such scenario, our clustering algorithm would guarantee that nonode is a member of more than O(log(RmaxRmin )) clusters, where Rmax and Rmin are the maximum and minimumtransmission radii respectively. We use the term Bounded Disk graphs to classify these underlying topologies.Hence, the algorithm does not violate requirement (5) even when orders of magnitude dierence exist betweenthe transmission power of the nodes.If there are nodes with very small transmission radii, then the bound on jS(v)j may be large, but in general,nodes with very small transmission radii would be nearly disconnected from the rest of the network, and can beconsidered \dead" for all practical purposes.For the rest of the paper, we will focus only on communication graphs that are either unit disk graphs (forwireless nodes with identical transmission radii R) or bounded disk graphs (where the transmission radii of thenodes are bounded between Rmin and Rmax) 2. Even for these graphs, to satisfy requirements (2) and (3), maylead to violation of requirements (4) and (5), as shown below.Requirement (4) would be violated even in unit disk graphs as shown in Fig. 4 for any clustering algorithm.The total number of vertices in the tree is n. The zones A, B and C each have 0:3n vertices, the segments L1,L2 and L3 have 0:03n vertices, while the segment L4 has 0:01n vertices. If k is set at 0:45n, any cluster will have1In this paper, we only illustrate the results for two-dimensional topologies. The scheme works for any D-dimensional space, withthe constant upper bound of S(v) being a function of only the dimensionality,D.2Our clustering technique can also be applied to general graph topologies, if we remove the requirement (5), that each node belongto a constant number of clusters. The upper bound on the number of clusters a node belongs to, for general graphs, is the maximumdegree of a node, which is usually low for Internet-like topologies.5
vertices from at least two of the zones A, B and C. Also, from condition 2, the maximum size of a cluster is 0:9n,and so there must be at least two clusters to cover all the vertices. Let us choose two such cluster, C1 and C2,and let C1 have vertices from zones A and B (and maybe some other vertices too) and let C2 have vertices fromzones B and C (and some other vertices as might be necessary). To keep each cluster connected, we must haveall vertices in segment L2 belong to both the clusters. This would mean jC1j \ jC2j  jL2j = 0:03n, i.e., overlap,which is linear in the number of vertices.Hence, we modify our requirement (3) as follows :(a) 8i; jVij < 2k.(b) 8i( except one )k  jVij, we allow one single cluster in the entire graph to have size smaller than k.Under such a relaxation, it is possible to cluster the graph in Fig. 4, by making C1 include zones A and B andthe segments L1, L2 and L4, and C2 include zone C and segment L3.Hence, our exact problem can be rened as stated below :Given a disk graph G = (V;E), and a positive integer, k, such that, 1  k  jV j, for each connected componentof G, nd a collection of subsets V1; : : : ; Vl of V , so that1. [li=1Vi = V .2. G[Vi], the subgraph of G induced by the vertices Vi, is connected.3. The sizes of the subsets are bounded as follows :(a) 8i; jVij < 2k.(b) 8i( except one )k  jVij, i.e., we allow one single cluster in the entire graph to be smaller than k. Wecall a cluster having size < k, a partial cluster.4. jVi \ Vj j  15. jS(v)j  O(1), where S(v) = fVijv 2 Vig, i.e.. a vertex belongs to a constant number of subsets.Next, we state and prove the algorithm, rst for unit disk graph, when all nodes have the same transmissionradius, R. Subsequently, we show how the same algorithm can be applied for bounded disk graphs, where nodeshave varying transmission radii, but with the requirement 5 modied as jS(v)j  O(log(RmaxRmin )).3 SolutionWe rst outline the algorithm as it applies to a connected graph. If the underlying communication graph is notconnected, we can apply this algorithm to each connected component of the graph.3.1 Overview of the Solution: The algorithm proceeds by nding a (rooted) spanning tree of the graph.One could use a Breadth-First-Search tree, or any other tree. The main advantage of a BFS tree is that it has aradius, which is bounded by diameter of the graph.The algorithm runs in linear time. Let T be the rooted spanning tree, and T (v) denote the subtree of T rootedat vertex v. We use jT (v)j to denote the size of the subtree rooted at v. Let C(v) be the set of children of v in T .We assume that jV j  2k, else we can treat the entire graph as one cluster. First we identify a node u suchthat jT (u)j  2k such that for each v 2 C(u) we have jT (v)j < 2k. It is clear that such a node always exists. LetC(u) consist of ` nodes v1; : : : ; v`. For each vi with jT (vi)j  k the algorithm outputs a single cluster, namelyT (vi), and removes it from the tree. Thus each remaining child has a subtree of size less than k.6






























































retained in the tree
Cluster formed at v
|T(u)| = 6k + 1
F
Figure 5: Example operation at a vertex u for the GraphCluster procedureGraphCluster(G) |1 T  BFS tree of G; ClusterSet  ?2 for u 2 G, in post-order traversal of T3 if (k  jT (u)j < 2k)4 ClusterSet  ClusterSet [ fT (u)g; Remove subtree T (u)5 if (jT (u)j  2k) f Assertion : If true, jT (v)j < k; 8 v 2 Children(u) g6 PartialClusterSet  ?; UnpChildren  Children(u)7 while 9v 2 UnpChildren8 TempCluster  T (v); Remove v from UnpChildren9 while (jTempClusterj < k) ^ (9x 2 UnpChildren, s.t. x has an edge to w 2 TempCluster)10 TempCluster  TempCluster [ T (x)11 Remove x from UnpChildren12 if (jTempClusterj  k)13 ClusterSet  ClusterSet [ fTempClusterg14 Remove all subtrees in TempCluster15 else f Assertion : If true, (x = ?) g16 PartialClusterSet  PartialClusterSet [ TempCluster17 MergePartialClusters(u; PartialClusterSet; ClusterSet)18 if (Children(u) = ?) ^ (u has been assigned to some cluster)19 Remove u from the treeMergePartialClusters(u;P;ClusterSet) |1 C  ?2 while (P 6= ?)3 Pick an arbitrary partial cluster, p from P4 C  C [ p; Remove p from P5 if (jCj  k)6 ClusterSet  ClusterSet [ fC [ fugg7 Remove all subtrees in C; C  ? 8










v1Figure 6: Every six neighbors of a vertex have at least one edgeProof. The proof follows from simple geometric arguments. Let the distance parameter of the unit disk graph beR. Consider a vertex, u, s.t. jN (u)j  6. Let some six of its its neighbors be, v1; : : : ; v6. Let the vertex indicesbe labeled in a cyclic order as shown in Figure 6. Since, vi 2 N (u); d(u; vi)  R. Consider vertices vi and vj,such that they are successive vertices in the cyclic order, i.e. j = i(mod6) + 1. If (vi; vj) =2 E, then d(vi; vj) > R.Also, R  d(u; vi) and d(u; vj). So, d(vi; vj) > d(u; vi) and d(u; vj). Hence, in 4uvivj; (vi; vj) is the largest side,and so 6 u is the largest angle, which must be > 3 . Hence, P6i=1 6 viuvj > 6  3 = 2, a contradiction. Hence,9i, such that d(vi; vj)  R, i.e., (vi; vj) 2 E.Observation 1. When the algorithm terminates, each vertex is part of some cluster, and only one cluster mayhave size < k.Proof. A vertex is removed from the tree T in lines 4,14 or 19 of GraphCluster or in line 7 ofMergePartialClusters. In each such case, they are put in some cluster just prior to that. When the algo-rithm terminates, all vertices are either deleted, or are left in a single partial cluster, rooted at the root-vertex ofthe tree. These vertices form the only partial cluster as allowed in requirement (3b) of the problem statement.Observation 2. Each cluster formed by the algorithm is connected.Clusters created are either subtrees of T , or are sets of subtrees that have other non-tree graph edges to connectthem.Observation 3. Any vertex u which satises the if condition in line 5 of GraphCluster, has all its presentchildren in the tree, of size < k.This can be shown by induction on the post-order traversal of the tree. Whenever a subtree has size  k, clustersare formed out of it, and only a partial cluster of size < k, is left in tree, with all the other vertices being deleted.Lemma 3.2. All clusters (except one) has size between k and 2k.9
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Figure 8: The two-layered architecture : The tree discovery protocol is layered above the wireless MAC protocol(e.g. 802.11) and the cluster formation protocol, is layered above the tree discovery protocolbeacon, it to its neighbors, either periodically, or as changes in the parent information are discovered. Onreceiving a root-distance beacon, a node will choose the source of the beacon with the least distance tothe root, as its parent. Changes, are propagated down the tree, as discovered. This basic tree discoveryprotocol is robust across node mobility, as new nodes appear or existing nodes disappear (which is detectedby timeouts at parent and children in the tree) in the topology. Cluster formation protocol (CFP) : This protocol uses the abstraction provided by TDP, and runs thedistributed computation of the clusters at the dierent wireless nodes. Each node, initially, forms a singletrivial cluster with itself as the only member. Each node reports its partial cluster information to its parentupstream in the tree. Recall, that a partial cluster is a cluster of size less than k, and will be composedof some of its subtrees (as reported by its children). Children never include in their subtree informationto their parent, those nodes that have already been placed in clusters that meet the size requirements. Anode will either merge all its subtrees of partial clusters, as advertised by its children, to form clusters thatmeet the size requirements, or will be left with a single partial cluster, which is propagated further up thetree (this is analogous to the processing of lines 4-19 of the GraphCluster procedure). At the end of thisdistributed processing, the set of desired clusters will be created.4.2 Cluster Maintenance: Clearly, it is expensive to run the cluster formation mechanism for every changein the wireless node topology. To handle new sensor nodes joining the network, existing nodes, migrating orleaving the network (their battery might run out), or link outages happening due to increased channel errors, wepropose a simple incremental mechanism to maintain the set of clusters, without signicantly perturbing the setof desirable requirements for the set of clusters.New node joins: A sensor node, v, on joining the network, has to rst establish the set the neighbors, N (v),that it can communicate with. If any node u 2 N (v) belongs to some cluster of size < 2k 1 then we add v to thecluster that u belongs to. This also ensures that we maintain connectivity in the cluster and the size requirement.12
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Figure 9: Cumulative fraction of nodes stabilizedin a wireless network with simulated time elapsed,for varying connectivity of the topology
Transmit Average Avg. Cluster Dia. for dierent kRadius Degree k = 10 k = 20 k = 25 k = 4069.1 3.2 4.8 8.2 9.4 12.485.0 5.0 4.3 6.7 7.3 10.5100.6 7.0 3.9 5.5 6.1 7.9174.0 20.0 2.2 3.4 3.7 4.4Figure 10: Cluster diameter for varying connec-tivity of nodes in the topology and varying kCluster diameter: In general, it is desirable to have clusters of low diameter. In the Figure 10, we showthe average diameter of the dierent clusters for the 500-node topology. The cluster diameters increase withincreasing value of k and with decreasing connectivity of the topology, as would be expected. An interestingextension to our algorithm would be to optimize a combined metric of the size parameter k, and the diameter ofthe cluster, d thus permitting a better conguration of the clusters. Such a problem, posed in the graph theoreticframework, would not have a guaranteed solution, and hence some heuristic approaches may be useful.We ran experiments on networks with upto 1100 nodes using our simulator. In general, we found all clusterson stabilization, reach the desired cluster size bounds (except one, as per requirement (3b)). Most of the nodes,were part of only a single cluster, and in all our experiments, we found less than 1% of the nodes to belong tomultiple clusters.6 Related WorkSome routing solutions for the Internet have used hierarchies to provide scalability, e.g. OSPF protocol [Mo 97]and ATM PNNI [ATM 96], have mechanisms to perform hierarchical routing. All hierarchy based protocolsleverage the fact that by aggregating addresses, routers can reduce the size of their routing tables and otherrouting related data structures. Additionally, in some cases, e.g. ATM PNNI [ATM 96], [Le 95] clustering is usedto split the network into clusters, called peer-groups, and only summarized information e.g., of cost of traversal,of the peer-groups is exported to the remaining network. The PNNI standard recommends the representation ofa peer-group by a star graph, with one virtual central node (nucleus) and weighted spokes between the nucleusand the peer-group's border nodes. Previous work by Awerbuch et al [Aw 98] has focussed on the performanceof dierent topology aggregation schemes for networks, and they conclude that the Minimum Spanning Tree isa good candidate to be the representative of a cluster. However, in most such Internet routing protocols andclustering schemes described, clusters and hierarchies are created by explicit conguration of the routers.Recent work by Chamlee and Zegura [ChZe 98] proposed methods to perform dynamic hierarchical addressassignment for a network. A main concern of their approach has been to provide route aggregation throughconguring the network with hierarchical addresses. Krishnan et al [Kr 99] have explored dierent graphpartitioning schemes for Internet-like graphs. Their target problem is, as a consequence, somewhat dierent14
from ours.In mobile wireless environments, the Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) [Ha 99], has the weak notion of groups,called zones, which are used to limit the propagation of updates. The notion of clustering has also been usedpreviously for hierarchical routing for packet radio networks in [Ba 81] and [Ba 82]. In [Ge 95], [Li 97] clusteringalgorithms are described for multi-hop mobile radio network, where the clusters are chosen such that the cluster-heads form a dominating set in the underlying graph topology. This makes the number and size of the clusters,largely dependent on the graph topology. They use it primarily for \spatial reuse" of channel spectrum. A similarmechanism is used in Cluster Based Routing Protocol (CBRP) [Ji 99] and a more generalized approach is used in[Ba 97] for mobile ad-hoc networks. Das et al [Da 97] uses a connected dominating set to create a routing `spine'and describes a clustering scheme to create two layered hierarchies. Krishna et al [Kr 95] denes a clusteringscheme, where each cluster is required to be a clique. These mechanisms are possible by allowing small clustersto exist as may be needed.7 ConclusionsIn this paper, we have presented a clustering scheme for wireless networks that can be used for ecientlyimplementing hierarchical routing. The clustering problem that we solve, is intractable for arbitrary graphs.However, we exploit some geometric properties of the wireless networks to meet our desired requirements. In factthis illustrates that modeling problems arising in the context of mobile communication as arbitrary graphs, losesa lot of information about the special nature of these graphs. Even without knowledge of the precise placementof the nodes, there are many properties we can use, to design good algorithms. For example, our modeling theproblem as an abstract graph problem leads to a situation where in fact no solution may exist. However, specialproperties of these graphs can be exploited to nd a solution.References[802.11] IEEE Computer Society LAN MAN Standards Committee. Wireless LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) andPhysical Layer (PHY) Speci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